We study the metal-insulator transition in a very general two-channel transport model, where charge carriers are coupled to a correlated background medium. The fluctuations of the background were described as bosonic excitations, having the ability to relax. Employing an analytical projector-based renormalization technique, we calculate the ground-state and spectral properties of this fermion-boson model and corroborate recent numerical results, which indicate-in dependence on the 'stiffness' of the background medium-a Luttinger-liquid to charge-density-wave transition for the one-dimensional half-filled band case. In particular, we determine the renormalized electron and boson dispersion relations and show that the quantum phase transition is not triggered by a softening of the boson modes. Thus the charge density wave is different in nature from an usual Peierls distorted state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge density waves (CDWs) are broken symmetry states of metals that predominantly appear in materials which have a highly anisotropic crystal and electronic structure 1 . The formation of CDWs strongly depends on the band-filling and on the topology of the Fermi surface. Concerning the latter, one-dimensional (1D) systems are peculiar, because their Fermi surface consists of two points only. Not surprisingly, electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions, which are the driving forces behind most metal-insulator transitions, have more impact in reduced dimensions. At the same time, however, quantum fluctuations and finite-temperature effects-both counteracting any development of longrange order-become increasingly important as well. Then, all in all, in 1D, usually a rather complex interplay between the charge, spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom evolves, which, of course, will strongly affect the transport properties of the system. Prominent examples are quasi-1D halogen-bridged transition metal complexes (MX-chains) 2 .
The theoretical description of such highly correlated 1D systems is frequently based on 'microscopic' models like the half-filled SSH 3 , Holstein 4-6 , Peierls 7 , Hubbard 8 , (quarter-filled) t-J models 9 , or combination of these 10 . Thereby, the complexity of the electron-electron or electron-phonon interactions in the Hamiltonians usually prevents the exact (numerical) solution of the model in the thermodynamic limit, which would be necessary in order to pinpoint a true quantum phase transition between a metal and a CDW.
To some extent, the state of affairs improves if one considers simplified transport models instead, where particle motion takes place in an effective background medium. The 'background' reflects the correlations inherent in the system, e.g., the charge-, orbital-or spin-order in a solid. That quasiparticles move through an ordered insulator is a very general situation in condensed matter physics 11, 12 . This scenario also applies to soft matter systems like DNA, where the charge transport on the backbone is affected by the 'configuration' of chemical side groups, which, vice versa, depends on the physical presence of charge carriers 13 .
Along this line, a novel fermion-boson quantum transport model,
(1) has been proposed a few years ago 14 , and was shortly afterwards solved for a single particle (N e = 1) in a 1D infinite system 15 by a variational numerical diagonalization technique 15 . The Hamiltonian (1) mimics the 'background' by bosonic degrees of freedom [b ( †) i ], which influence and even may control the transport of fermionic particles [c ( †) i ] on the N sites of a regular lattice. Every time a particle hops between nearest-neighbor Wannier sites i, j , it creates (or destroys) a local excitation of energy ω b in the background medium at the site it leaves (it enters). Clearly these distortions tie the particle to its origin (cf. the string effect as a hole moves in a Néel spin background). Of course, any distortion of the background can heal out by quantum fluctuations (again, one can have spin fluctuations in mind). Accordingly, in the Hamiltonian (1), the λ b -term was included, allowing for spontaneous boson creation and annihilation processes.
Strong correlations, nevertheless, may evolve in a system described by the Hamiltonian (1), provided the background excitations have a rather large energy and the ability of the background medium to relax is small, i.e.,
For the half-filled band sector (N e = N/2), these correlations may even drive the system into an insulating state by establishing CDW long-range order. This has been shown quite recently for the 1D case: small cluster diagonalizations 16 and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculations supplemented by finite-size scaling 17, 18 give strong evidence for a Tomonaga-Luttingerliquid (TLL) CDW quantum phase transition as Λ becomes small at large enough Ω. These purely numerical approaches rely on an (inevitable) truncation of the bosonic Hilbert space. Determining the metal-insulator phase boundary this seems to be uncritical, because the CDW found at half-filling is a few-boson state. The situation becomes more difficult if we enter the fluctuationdominated regime of small Ω, where many bosons are excited in the system.
In the present work, we investigate the fermion-boson transport model (1) by means of an analytical approach, which avoids these disadvantages. This approach, called projective renormalization method (PRM) 19 , is based on a sequence of discrete unitary transformations, so thatin contrast to continuous (e.g. flow-equation based) unitary transformation schemes 20 -a direct link to perturbation theory can be provided. The method has already been successively applied to a number of many-particle models 19, [21] [22] [23] . Here we will analyze the ground-state and spectral properties of the Hamiltonian (1) exclusively for the half-filled band case, in both the metallic and insulating regimes. In particular we study the signatures of the TLL-CDW transition in terms of the renormalized quasiparticle band and boson dispersion, and the boson spectral function. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II. A we briefly resume the basic concepts behind the PRM approach. The application of the PRM to the fermion-boson transport model will be described in detail in Sec. II B. Section III presents the results of the numerical evaluation of the renormalization equations. We conclude in Sec. VI.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Projector-based renormalization method
The PRM starts from the usual decomposition of a many-particle Hamiltonian into a solvable unperturbed part H 0 and a perturbation H 1 , where H 1 should not contain any part that commutes with H 0 . Thus, the perturbation H 1 consists of transitions between the eigenstates of H 0 with non-vanishing transition energies. The basic idea of the PRM is to construct an effective Hamiltonian H λ = H 0,λ + H 1,λ with renormalized parts H 0,λ and H 1,λ , where all transitions with energies |E n 0,λ −E m 0,λ | larger than a given cutoff energy λ are eliminated. E n 0,λ and E m 0,λ denote the eigenenergies of H 0,λ . The renormalization procedure starts from the cutoff energy λ =λ of the original model H and proceeds in steps of ∆λ to lower values of λ. Every renormalization step is performed by means of a unitary transformation,
The generator X λ,∆λ of the unitary transformation has to be fixed appropriately (for details see Ref. 19 ). For instance, in lowest order perturbation theory, it reads
Here, L 0,λ is the Liouville superoperator of the 'unperturbed' Hamiltonian H 0,λ , which is defined by the commutator of H 0,λ with any operator variable A, i.e.
, and Q λ−∆λ is a projection superoperator, which projects on all transitions with respect to the eigenspectrum of H 0,λ−∆λ with transition energies larger than λ − ∆λ. In this way difference equations can be derived which connect the parameters of H λ with those of H λ−∆λ , and which are called renormalization equations.
The limit λ → 0 provides the desired effective HamiltonianH = H λ→0 = H 0,λ→0 where the elimination of the transitions originating from the perturbation H 1 leads to a renormalization of the parameters ofH. Note thatH is diagonal or at least quasi-diagonal and allows to evaluate physical quantities. The final results depend on the parameter values of the original Hamiltonian H. Finally, we note thatH and H have the same eigenvalue problem since both Hamiltonians are connected by a unitary transformation.
To evaluate expectation values of operators A, formed with the full Hamiltonian, we have to apply the unitary transformation as well,
where we define A(λ) = e X λ Ae −X λ andÃ = A(λ → 0). Thus additional renormalization equations are required for A(λ).
B. Application to the two-channel transport model
Renormalization equations
We first rewrite the model (1), performing a unitary transformation b i → b i + λ b /ω b that eliminates the boson relaxation term in favor of a free-particle hopping channel,
This makes the two transport channels contained in the Hamiltonian (1) explicit: the coherent particle transfer, which takes place on an energy scale (∝ t f ), and the boson-affected hopping (∝ t b ). Next, in order to exploit the translation invariance, we consider the Hamiltonian (6) in momentum space
Following the ideas of the PRM approach, we make the following ansatz for the renormalized Hamiltonian H λ (after all transitions with energies larger than λ have been integrated out), H λ = H 0,λ + H 1,λ , where
guarantees that only transitions with excitation energies smaller than λ remain in H 1,λ . In H 0,λ , also a symmetry breaking field, ∆ k,λ , was introduced which couples together particle-hole excitations with wave vectors k and k + Q, where Q = π/a. Note that the renormalization of ∆ k,λ may lead to a transition to a CDW ground state at half filling.
By integrating out all transitions between the cutoff of the original modelλ and λ = 0, all parameters of the original model will become renormalized. To find their λ-dependence, we derive renormalization equations for the parameters ε k,λ , ∆ k,λ , ω q,λ , and E λ . The coupling parameter g k is not renormalized when we restrict ourselves to lowest order perturbation theory in one renormalization step. The initial parameter values are determined by the original model (λ =λ):
Let us assume that the symmetry breaking field ∼ ∆ k,λ can be considered as small compared to the hopping part in H 0,λ . In this case, the dynamics of H 0,λ is approximately governed by
Following [19] , the lowest order expression generator X λ,∆λ is obtained as
Here,
is a product of two Θ-functions which assure that only excitations between λ and λ − ∆λ are eliminated by the unitary transformation (3). From Eq.(3), the Hamiltonian H λ−∆λ is easily evaluated within second order perturbation theory,
An alternative expression for H λ−∆λ is obtained by replacing λ in Eqs. (14), (15) by the reduced cutoff λ−∆λ.
A comparison of expression (23) with (24), (25) leads to the renormalization equations which connect the parameter values of the Hamiltonian at cutoff λ with those at cutoff λ − ∆λ. We obtain
Since the equation for the energy shift E λ−∆λ is not needed in the following it has been left out for briefness. In Eqs. (26)- (28) 
whereε k ,∆ k ,ω q andẼ denote the parameter values at λ = 0.
Note that the fully renormalized HamiltonianH describes an uncoupled system of renormalized (dressed) electrons and bosons. Both parts are quadratic either in the fermionic or in bosonic operators. By a rotation in the fermionic subspace the electronic part ofH can easily be diagonalized. Thus, any expectation value can be evaluated. This property will be used in the following in order to evaluate the yet unknown expectation values n 
Expectation values
The expectation values can be evaluated selfconsistently within the PRM formalism by applying the same unitary transformation as was used before for the Hamiltonian. Following Eq.(3), for instance, n 
and
respectively. The operator structure is again taken over from the lowest order expansion of the unitary transformation, apart from the second term in B † q (λ) which is due to higher-order terms. For the λ-dependent coefficients α k,λ , β k,q,λ , · · · also renormalization equations have to be derived,
Integrating these equations betweenλ (where α k,λ = φ q,λ = 1 and all other coefficients zero) and λ = 0, we arrive at the final result for n 
where the fully renormalized HamiltonianH is given by Eq.(29).
Dynamical correlation functions
Let us consider the boson spectral function,
and the two electronic one-particle spectral functions
Here 
where terms with two bosonic creation or annihilation operators have been neglected. Theφ q ,η q , andψ k,q are the zero-λ coefficients taken from the evaluation of Eqs.(35)-(37). Let us emphasize that the expressions (44), (45) and (46) fulfill the sum rules,
respectively, which also hold if Eq. (47) for C q (ω) and the corresponding expressions for A + k (ω) and A − k (ω) are inserted.
Numerical analysis
The set of renormalization equations (26)- (28) and (32)-(37) has to be solved numerically. To this end, we choose some initial values for the expectation values entering the renormalization equations. Using this set of quantities, the numerical evaluation starts from the cutoffλ of the original model H and proceeds step by step to λ = 0. For this procedure we consider a lattice of N = 500 sites in one dimension. The width of the energy shell ∆λ was taken to be somewhat smaller than the typical smallest energy spacing of the eigenstates of H 0,λ . For λ = 0, the Hamiltonian and the one-particle operators are fully renormalized. The case λ = 0 allows the re-calculation of all expectation values, and the renormalization procedure starts again with the improved expectation values by reducing again the cutoff fromλ to λ = 0. After a sufficient number of such cycles, the expectation values are converged and the renormalization equations are solved self-consistently. Convergence is assumed to be achieved if all quantities are determined with a relative error less than 10 −5 . The dynamical correlation functions (47)-(49) are evaluated using a broadening in energy space that is equal to ∆λ.
III. GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES
A. DMRG phase diagram
In order to classify the PRM ground-state and spectral properties given below, we first present in Fig. 1 a refined version of the DMRG ground-state phase diagram of the half-filled fermion-boson model (1) . Here the phase boundary, separating the insulating phase with CDW long-range order from the metallic TLL phase in the Λ-Ω plane, was obtained from the N → ∞ extrapolated values of the Luttinger liquid parameter K ρ and the single particle (charge) gap ∆ c 17,24 . In the limit of large Ω, the background fluctuations, associated with any particle hop, are energetically costly. As a result the motion of the particle is hindered and charge ordering becomes favorable if Λ, describing the ability of the background to relax, is sufficiently low. By contrast, for large Λ (Λ > Λ c (Ω = ∞) ≃ 0.1588), we find metallic behavior for all Ω. In the limit of small Ω, the rate of bosonic fluctuations (∝ Ω −1 ) is high. Then, in no way, correlations emerge within the background medium. The DMRG results suggest that for Λ = 0, i.e. when the relaxation channel is closed, the ground state is nevertheless metallic below a finite critical boson energy Ω c (Λ = 0). Let us re-emphasize that coherent particle hopping is possible even when Λ = 0, due to a six-step vacuum-restoring hopping process 15 ,
with
i,i+2 leads to an 'effective' (coherent) next nearest-neighbor transfer. Concerning the nature of the metal-insulator quantum phase transition, it is a moot point, whether the TLL-CDW crossover in the half-filled fermion-boson model (1) , taking place at relatively large Ω, bears some resemblance to the usual Peierls transition in the spinless fermion Holstein model 5, 6, 18, 22 . In this regard the question of boson softening will certainly be of importance.
B. CDW order parameter
To analyze the nature of the metal-insulator transition of (1) in more detail, we calculate in the following a set of characteristic quantities by the PRM for the (1D halffilled) infinite system. Thereby we cross the TLL→CDW transition in the following figures at fixed Ω [panels (a)] and Λ [panels (b)] (cf. Fig. 1 lines {a} and {b}, respectively) . As for the half-filled Holstein model 25 , the CDW structure of the insulating state shows up in the correlation function d and lower panel Λ = 1/1000; recall that Λ describes the ability of the background to relax.)
C. Fermion dispersion and quasiparticle weight
Next we investigate the renormalization of the fermionic band structure,
see Fig. 3 . In the metallic regime, of course, there is no gap at the Fermi energy (Fermi vector k F = π/2), and∆ k , given in the inset, is zero for all k. While for 2Λ ≫ Ω the free transport channel (∝ t f ) dominates even when Ω is large (see Eq. (7)), the bosonic degrees of freedom will strongly affect the transport for small Λ. As a consequence, 'coherent' transport takes place on a strongly reduced energy scale only (we have The coefficientα 2 k , depicted in Fig. 4 , gives the weight of the corresponding coherent part of the single-particle spectral function (48). A − k (ω) can by probed by angleresolved photoemission experiments. At very large Ω (and small Λ), the particles will solely move by the above mentioned six-step process (52). Then the resulting 'quasiparticle weight',α 2 k , is nearly one [see Fig. 4 (a) ], and shows a very weak k-dependence. For small Ω < Ω c we enter the fluctuation-dominated regime and the nature of the metallic state changes noticeably. In accordance with recent dynamical DMRG data for the singleparticle spectra, which show that the absorption spectrum is over-damped near k = 0, π because of intersecting bosonic excitations, we findα 2 k ∼ 1 in the vicinity of k F only [cf. Fig. 3 in Ref. 18 and Fig. 4 (b) , blue dot-dashed line].
In the insulating regime, the renormalized band structure E k is gaped (see Fig. 3, dashed and solid lines) . The inset in Fig. 3 clearly shows an increase of the gap at k = k F as Λ gets smaller. Note that the size of the gap is equal to 2∆ kF . While∆ k is symmetric around k = π, E k is not. The reason is that doping a perfect CDW, states with one particle removed are connected by the six-step hopping process (52), whereas a two-step hopping process relates states with an additional particle 16 . In this way the collective particle-boson dynamics leads to a more pronounced flattening of the coherent band for k < k F , i.e., the widths of the highest photoemission and lowest inverse photoemission band differ 16, 18 . It is encouraging that our analytic PRM approach reproduces this non-trivial correlation-induced (mass-) asymmetry. Let us emphasize that theα 2 k given in Fig. 4 for the CDW case (dashed and solid curves) belong to the highest photoemission band in the whole interval [0, π] (the corresponding E k is not depicted in the region π/2 < k ≤ π in Fig. 3 ). Compared to the metallic phase the spectral weight of the lower CDW band is significantly changed for intermediate-to-small boson frequencies only.
D. Boson dispersion and occupation numbers
The Einstein bosons, describing excitations of the background, gain a dispersion owing to the coupling to the fermions. The renormalization of the boson dispersion,ω q /ω b , is displayed in Fig. 5 . It is rather weak for large Ω in both the metallic and insulating states. For smaller boson frequencies, we find a strong renormalization in the TLL phase (up to 50% for Ω = 0.8) at larger momenta [see dot-dashed curve in panel (b)]. This is in accordance with the over-damped single-particle excitations observed in the ARPES spectra 18 and, of course, also shows up in the depletion ofα 2 k away from k = π/2 [see Fig. 4 (b) ].
Most notably, for the CDW state, we observe a hardening of the boson modes near the Brillouin zone boundary. This holds in the whole Ω region and means that the TLL→CDW transition is unlike the usual displacive Peierls transition which, in general, is accompanied by the softening of the q = π boson (phonon) 6, 22 . In our case, the CDW state is driven by the stiffness of the background, being most pronounced at large Ω and small Λ. By contrast, when Ω is small, i.e. the background readily fluctuates, the kinetic energy part will naturally overcompensate any potential energy gain by charge ordering. Another reason for the absence of boson softening might be the particular form of the fermion-boson interaction. As can be seen from the Fourier transformed Hamiltonian (8), the fermion-boson coupling vanishes for k = ±π/2, i.e., precisely for the Fermi momenta of the half-filled band case.
It may be worthwhile to demonstrate that our PRM approach has the advantage that all features of the results forω q and all other renormalized quantities can easily be understood on the basis of the former renormalization equations. For simplicity we shall restrict ourselves to the renormalization ofω q in the case of large Ω. In this regime, from Eq.(27) one may point out the stiffening of the boson modes. Since the boson energy ω b is much larger than the electronic bandwidth, for all λ a positive energy denominator (ε k,λ − ε k+q,λ + ω q,λ ) is obtained. Nevertheless, in the k sum on the right hand side of Eq.(27) there are as many negative as positive terms due to the factor (n it follows that (ε k,λ −ε k+q,λ ) > 0, the negative terms have larger energy denominators and are always smaller than the positive terms. The resulting renormalization ofω q is therefore positive for all q values and largest for q = π due to the smallest energy denominator. Furthermore, since g k ∝ t b and ω b is large the renormalization contributions in Eq. (27) are of the order of t to this, our PRM results corroborate previous small cluster exact diagonalization data 16 . As can be seen from the third term of Eq. (39), bosons having finite momentum give rise to an effective fermion interaction on neighboring sites.
IV. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
While the fermionic single-particle spectral function of the transport model (1) was previously calculated for finite clusters by exact diagonalization 16 and dynamical DMRG 18 techniques, the spectral response of the bosons has not been studied so far. The PRM allows to investigate the interrelation between fermion and boson dynamics by computing the boson spectral function, C q (ω), according to Eq. (47), for the 1D infinite system 26 . Figure 7 shows C q (ω) in the metallic regime, for different Ω and Λ parameters. For very large Ω = 10 [panel (a)], the boson energy is hardly renormalized by the coupling to the fermions. Accordingly we observe a strong signal at the bare boson frequency Ω/2t f = 100 (first term in Eq. (47); the second term in Eq. (47) will not contribute because there are no states available with ω = −Ω/2t f ). The third term in Eq. (47) detects particle-hole excitations and leads to the two incoherent absorption bands in C q (ω) running from q = 0 → π with energies between ω = 0 and ω ≃ ±10t f = ±t b /2. At small Ω = 0.006, see panel (b), the (one-) boson excitation is located within the fermionic band. As a result we find a strong renormalization of the bare boson frequency (see alsoω q in Fig. 8 ), leading to the dispersive signal in the range ω/2t f ≃ 0.5 × 10 −3 . . . 10 −3 . We note that for Λ = 0.01 used in panel (b) the fermion-boson coupling is small in comparison with the free fermion bandwidth (we have g k /ε k = t b /t f = 0.3 in the model (8)), hence the effect of multi-boson absorption processes is negligible. The lower two panels of Fig. 7 demonstrate how Λ affects the boson absorption at fixed Ω. In panel (c), for Λ = 1 and Ω = 4, the boson frequency is larger by a factor of two than the 'free' fermion bandwidth (4t f = 2), whereas they have the same size for the C q (ω) spectrum with Λ = 2 shown in panel (d). Quite differently, in the former case, the bare boson mode hardens, while it softens near Q = π in the latter case, where the fermion and boson degrees of freedom are strongly mixed. This becomes even more visible by comparing the corresponding (dashed and solid)ω q curves in Fig. 8 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we adapted the projective renormalization method to the investigation of a novel twochannel fermion-boson model, describing charge transport within a background medium. By large-scale numerical DMRG studies this model has been proven to show a metal-insulator quantum phase transition for the one-dimensional half-filled band case. The transition is triggered by strong correlations evolving in the background and typifies as a Luttinger-liquid charge-densitywave crossover.
Our analytical approach captures this TLL-CDW transition for the infinite system, without truncating the bosonic Hilbert space as in purely numerical investigation schemes. Therefore, the PRM is particularly well suited to analyze the bosonic degrees of freedom when passing the metal-insulator phase boundary.
In the course of the renormalization procedure of the fermion-boson Hamiltonian we end up with a model of noninteracting-but dressed-electrons and bosons. In this way, the renormalization of the fermion band dispersion and of the boson frequency is obtained, and various ground-state expectation values were calculated. Moreover, we derived analytical expressions for the singleparticle (inverse) photoemission spectra and for the boson spectral function, which allows us to pinpoint the most important absorption and emission processes during particle transport, and throws some light on the nature of the TLL-CDW transition.
In particular, we show that the insulating CDW phase, realized for large boson frequencies Ω and small boson relaxation parameter Λ, is characterized by a gapful, mass asymmetric band structure. Thereby the lower occupied band is almost flat by reason that transport is only possible through a vacuum restoring six-step hopping process. The CDW phase is a few-boson state. By contrast, the metallic (TLL) phase is a many-boson state, especially for small Ω, where the background heavily fluctuates. Note that this regime is not that easy accessible by numerical approaches. Here we observe a well-defined electron band in the vicinity of k F only. Due to many intersecting boson branches the (inverse) photoemission spectra are 'overdamped' near the Brillouin zone boundaries.
The boson spectral function and renormalized boson dispersion clearly indicate that the TLL-CDW transition is not accompanied by a softening of the zone-boundary boson mode. Rather a harding of the Q = π boson is observed. This might be partially attributed to the vanishing Fourier-transformed fermion-boson coupling term at wave-numbers ±π/2, which denote the two Fermi points for the half-filled band case. The situation changes if we look for a metal-insulator transition for other commensurate band-filling factors, e.g., at quarter filling. Whether the system there undergoes a soft-mode transition for small Ω is an interesting open question that deserves future efforts. In this connection other kinds of chargeordered states should be also considered.
